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	About us
	Products
	
		
			Swivel JointsEWFM supply Swivel Joints across a broad range of industries. Originally suppliers to the just the oil, gas and subsea industry. EWFM have now however expanded into the chemical, food, distilling, brewing, petrochemical, mining, drilling and pharmaceutical, with potential to supply in many more. We supply standard, engineered , subsea swivels , compact swivels , high pressure swivels and multiport rotary unions. EWFM will work with you and find the correct swivel for your requirement. Our joints are an integral part of articulated pipework assemblies; some of these include loading arms and floating suctions which are currently being successfully operated worldwide. Joints relieve stress and torsion on hose or pipe work preventing damage resulting in costly downtime through repair and delays. Most of our Swivels can be supplied in a range of styles, please see the examples below and specify your requirement with the enquiry.
	Marine Loading ArmsMarine Loading Arms play a pivotal role in the maritime industry, facilitating the transfer of various substances, including liquids and gases, between a ship and a terminal. Typically mounted on a jetty or a loading platform, these arms offer a flexible and efficient means of connecting shore-based infrastructure to the ship’s manifold. They are equipped with swivel joints and other articulating features that allow for easy movement and positioning, accommodating the dynamic nature of vessels. EWFM provides Marine Loading Arms balanced via adjustable counterweights, cable pantograph systems, or a separate support construction with a cable pantograph system. Additionally, we offer services such as Marine Loading Arm inspection, servicing, repair, or, if needed, a complete overhaul of your existing system.
	Access SystemsAccess Systems EWFM supply a range of Access Systems such as Folding Stair Units, Folding Platforms and Gantry Stand Kits, all designed to give drivers and operators safe access from gantries to tankers.
	Breakaway CouplingsEWFM supply Standard and Engineered Breakaways. We are a master distributor for Manntek and supply their extensive range. This includes cryogenic, industrial and marine. We also supply a custom built engineered range that can be installed for both onshore and offshore applications (These also include breakaways for a floating hose). Please click on the relevant product below and challenge us with your enquiry.



	
			Loading Arms and Unloading ArmsEWFM Supply a range of land Loading Arms and Unloading Arms for discharging or filling tank trucks and rail cars. These arms are either bottom or top types of arms. Both types of loading arms are typically made of 3 pipes – respectively called inner arm, outer arm and drop pipe. The size can be from 1” to 6”. These 3 pipes are connected by swivel joints. Swivel joints are required to provide the flexibility needed. The loading arm unfolds to get the required working envelope to load or unload the tanker, and the reverse is to retract or get a minimal space for parking or storage. Both types of loading arms may be mounted on a column or via a plate to an existing wall. Balancing is needed due to the weight of the piping. Balancing of the arm is by a spring balance cylinder. Top loading arms are used to load or unload road or rail tankers. Loading or unloading is done through the manhole on the top of the tanker. Numerous accessories are available to make a loading arm more ergonomic and more effective: press down system, pneumatic up/down system, top level control, safety break valve, purge,…
	Storage Tank EquipmentEWFM Storage Tank Equipment includes Articulated Roof Drains, Double and Single Floating Suction units together with the 4044 Model Swivel for floating suction service. Floating suction units are used in aviation fuel or oil storage tanks. Floating roof drains are used for the removal of rainwater from floating roof storage tanks.
	Filling and Emptying EquipmentEWFM can supply a wide range of drum, IBC or cask filling and emptying equipment for a variety of fluids and quantities. Our product range includes manual and automatic nozzles and the drum filling head. All of our filling and emptying equipment is made to order. Our aim is to work with you and solve a solution, be it a standard or engineered product. Manual Filling Nozzle The manual filling nozzle range from 1/2″ to 2″. You simply pull the trigger to open the valve and release it to close. These nozzles are manufactured in Stainless Steel or Hastelloy and suitable for pressures up to 6 BAR. To date the manual nozzle has been used in an extensive range of conditions. Some include, foods, hydrocarbons, pharmaceutical, chemical and sampling. The manual nozzle can be fitted with a safety lock to ensure it can not be accidently opened when not in use. Automatic Filling Nozzle The Automatic filling nozzle works on the same principle as a petrol nozzle you use to fill your car. Once the fluid reaches the top of the IBC, drum or cask the nozzle senses the back pressure and automatically cuts off. The main advantage over this…
	Aviation and Construction EquipmentEWFM Aircraft and Helicopter Equipment. The G180 series Nozzle for overwing refuelling and the G457 Helicopter hot refuelling nozzle for the MOD are a tried and tested design with an excellent reputation for safety and reliability. EWFM also supply a range of Aviation Couplings and accessories for both Civil and Military use.



	
			CouplingsEWFM offer an extensive range of couplers to suit most applications. Our whole range ensures a quick and dry connection/disconnection. This connection not only helps with speed for the operator but is also safe and secure when dealing with hazardous and corrosive medias. Our varying models mean we have suitable solutions for most industries, including Oil & Gas, Chemical, Pharmaceutical, Aviation, Food and Drink. Please see below our 3 main types with just a quick overview of each range. MannTek EWFM are a master distributor for MannTeks extensive coupler range. This includes Dry Disconnect (As standard range manufactured in Aluminium, Brass, Stainless Steel and more exotic materials on request, in sizes from ¾” to 12”. These couplings are perfect for bulk fluid transfer from tankers, IBC’s, hose, loading arms etc. The couplers are all in accordance to STANG 3756 meaning they are compatible with a wide variety of different manufacturers) Gas (Ideal for LPG applications, robust design, easy servicing and high level of security. A great long lasting environmentally friendly quick connection) Cryogenic (Do what they say on the tin, an exciting and effective coupling solution for those cryogenic medias, suitable for temperatures down to -200˚C) Aviation (Specially designed for…
	Storage Tank Seals
	Water Treatment Equipment
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			Oil And Gas
	Cryogenics



	
			Chemical
	Pharmaceutical
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27 Kneesworth Street 

Royston 

Hertfordshire 

SG8 5AB

UK
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